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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of decision
fusion for robust horizon estimation using Dempster Shafer
Combination Rule (DSCR). We provide a framework for decision
fusion to select robust horizon estimate out of ‘n’ estimates, based
on confidence factor. Vision-based attitude estimation depends on
robust horizon estimation and no single algorithm gives accurate
results for different kind of scenarios. We propose to combine the
evidence parameters to generate confidence factor using DSCR
to justify the correctness of the estimated horizon. We compute
Confidence Interval (CI) based on Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM). We also propose two techniques to provide evidence
parameters for the estimated horizon using CI. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the decision framework on clear and noisy
data sets of simulated and real images/videos captured by Micro
Air Vehicle (MAV).
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We provide framework for decision fusion to select
robust horizon estimate based on confidence factor.
We propose to determine Confidence Interval (CI) for
the estimated horizon based on GMM.
We propose two techniques to provide evidence parameters for the estimated horizon based on CI.
We provide a framework for combining evidence parameters to generate confidence factor using DSCR.

We present the proposed framework in Section II, discussion of results in Section III and conclusions in Section IV.
II.

F RAMEWORK FOR D ECISION F USION

I NTRODUCTION

In this paper, we propose a decision framework which combines different methods of horizon estimation (HE) and selects
the estimate of horizon with highest confidence factor. We
compute confidence factor by combining evidence parameters
using Dempster Shafer’s Combination Rule (DSCR) [1]. We
propose two methods to compute evidence parameters based on
Confidence Interval (CI) which is computed using GMM. We
demonstrate proposed decision fusion framework on estimates
of horizon using two methods. These estimates are used for
the attitude estimation of Micro Air Vehicles (MAV) [2].
Many methods have been proposed in the literature for
horizon estimation. Authors in [3] [4] address techniques for
horizon estimation by segmenting the sky and the non-sky
region based on the color. Due to the change in the skycolor, this method is expected to fail [5]. Another class of
methods proposed in [6] [7] use detection of edge, however
they fail when frames contain stray edges. Author in [8] uses
texture to differentiate the ground and the sky region where
the disadvantage is, these methods are data dependent and
need large training sets and the time complexity is high. The
estimates of horizon provided by most of the methods may go
erroneous when conditions are non-favourable and there is no
indication of the results being erroneous.
In this paper, we address the problem by providing robust
estimates of horizon using decision fusion framework. According to our knowledge there is no literature on decision fusion
for the estimation of horizon by combining different horizon
estimates. We propose a novel framework to combine different
horizon estimates to provide the robust horizon estimate.
The main contributions of the paper are:

Fig. 1.

Decision Fusion Framework

The block diagram of proposed decision fusion framework
is shown in Fig 1. The framework combines n different horizon
estimates {HE1 , . . . , HEn } and selects the robust estimate of
horizon HEk with highest confidence factor. We provide a
Confidence Interval (CI) around the estimated horizon, that
depend on the defined accuracy for the horizon. We compute
the CI around the horizon by modeling the non-sky and
sky pixels as Gaussian normal distribution and pixels inside
the CI as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). To estimate the
confidence factor of the estimated horizon, we need evidences
justifying the correctness of the horizon. As the confidence
of the estimated horizon cannot be reliably predicted using
evidence provided by only one method, we propose two
methods EPA and EPB to provide evidence parameters. The
method EPA is based on the voting by the boundary points
and the method EPB is a patch based method, which use
the computed CI to estimate the evidence parameter. These

evidence parameters are combined to compute confidence
factor using DSCR for each of the estimated horizon which
contributes in the decision fusion.

The values for the individual sample means and variances can
then be used for the estimation of the confidence intervals for
the Bayesian GMM given by,

In what follows, we explain computation of confidence
interval, evidence parameters and confidence factor.

CON Fγ {m − zSE2 ≤ µj ≤ m + zSE1 }

A. Confidence Interval (CI)
We provide a confidence interval around the estimated
horizon, which depend on the defined accuracy level γ [9]. The
confidence interval for the non-sky and sky points considered
above and below the estimated horizon respectively can be
determined by selecting a suitable confidence level γ for the
distribution. For a given γ, the value z = f (γ) for the CI
is computed from the t-distribution table [9] corresponding
to the defined accuracy level. We consider γ to be 95% and
corresponding value for z = 1.96. The CI for the given
accuracy level γ [9] is,
g F γ {m − zSEj ≤ µj ≤ m + zSEj }
CON

(1)

where, m is the mean of pixels defining the horizon, µj
is the mean of the sampling distribution of either sky or nonsky points under consideration and SE is the standard error
of the sampling distribution
with respect to the mean m, and
1 √
is, SEj = |Σj | 2 / N where, N is the number of boundary
pixels.
We compute the CI around the horizon by modeling the
non-sky and sky pixels as Gaussian normal distribution and
pixels inside the CI as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Let,
x be a pixel inside the CI and is modeled as GMM. The
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of x is computed
as the weighted sum of Gaussians for the sky and non-sky
distributions and is given by [10],
p(x|θ) =

C
X

πj N (x|µj , Σj )

(5)

where, the lower bound is determined by the confidence
interval for the sky distribution points below the horizon and
the upper bound is determined by the confidence interval for
the non-sky distribution points above the horizon (see Fig 2).
B. Evidence Parameters
We propose two methods EPA and EPB to provide evidence parameters, which are required to justify the correctness
of the estimated horizon. The method EPA is based on
the voting by the boundary points and the method EPB is
patch based method where the region around the estimated
horizon is used to generate evidence parameter. The computed
Confidence Interval (CI) is used to compute the evidence
parameter.
1) Voting based method (EPA ): The points on the boundary of the sky and ground are detected by registering transition
in intensities. The voting scheme includes m-out-of-n voting
in which the m votes agree out of n contributors towards the
hypothesis. This is a variant of m-out-of-n voting, in which the
vote is considered if boundary point vi lies in the confidence
interval stated in equation (5). The
Pn evidence parameter towards
belief is given by, EPA1 = ( i=1 vi )/n. vi can take either
‘0’ or ‘1’. vi =1, if it lies in the confidence interval, and vi =0
if it lies outside (see Fig 2). The evidence of disbelief is given
by, EPA2 = 1 − EPA1 . The ambiguity towards the hypothesis
is given by, EPA3 = 0, as there is no ambiguity considered
in this method.

(2)

j=1

where, j denotes the index which runs from 1 to C and in
our case C = 2 (if j = 1, then non-sky regions and if j = 2,
then sky regions), πj is the weight of the component j, θ is the
parameter list for the GMM probability density function and
N (x|µj , Σj ) is the PDF for the individual Gaussian normal
distribution [9][11].
The sample means µj and the variances Σj for the sky and
non-sky points can be calculated by the principle of maximum
likelihood estimates for the Bayesian Gaussian mixture model.
The aposterior probability of a mixture component given a data
point is given by [10],
P (xj |x, θ) =

N (x|xj , θ)P (xj |θ)
p(x|θ)

(3)

where, P (xj |θ) = πj is the weight of the individual normal
distribution and N (x|xj , θ) is the PDF for the individual Gaussian normal distributions. The maximum likelihood estimates
[11] gives the sample mean and the variance [10] as,
PN
µj =

j=1 P (xj |x, θ)x
,
PN
j=1 P (xj |x, θ)

PN
Σj =

P (xj |x, θ)(x − µj )2
(4)
PN
j=1 P (xj |x, θ)

j=1

Fig. 2.

The CI and the distribution of boundary points.

2) Patch based method (EPB ): The confidence interval
(CI) described in Section 2.1 is divided into patches of 5x5 as
shown in the Fig 3. If all the pixels inside the patch belongs
to sky then the patch is considered as pure sky (XS ) and
similarly, if all the pixels inside the patch belongs to nonsky then the patch is considered as pure non-sky (XN ). The
patches containing both sky and non-sky pixels are considered
as ambiguous (XA ) (see Fig 3). The sky patch above and
non-sky patch below the horizon contributes towards the belief
EPB1 in favor of horizon and is given by, EPB1 =P (XB ) =
P (XS |S)P (S) + P (XN |N )P (N ). Similarly, the sky patch
below and non-sky above the horizon contributes towards
the disbelief EPB2 against the horizon and is given by,
EPB2 =P (XD ) = P (XS |N )P (N ) + P (XN |S)P (S). The
ambiguous patches contribute towards the ambiguity EPB3
and is given by, EPB3 =P (XAmb ) = P (XA |N )P (N ) +
P (XA |S)P (S).

TABLE I.

T HE C OMBINATION TABLE CONTAINS THE FULL PLOT OF
COMBINED HYPOTHESES OF EPA AND EPB [12].

∩

m(EPA1 )
m(EPA2 )
m(EPA3 )

m(EPB1 )
h1 ← m(Z11 )

m(EPB2 )

∅

h2 ← m(Z22 )
h2 ← m(Z32 )

h1 ← m(Z31 )

∅

m(EPB3 )
h1 ← m(Z13 )
h2 ← m(Z23 )
Ω ← m(Z33 )

null set, {∅} = {m(Z12 ), m(Z21 )}. The set which is ambiguous
is, {Ω} = {m(Z33 )}= {m(K7 )}. The mass of the hypothesis
{h1 } and {h2 } as per the equation (7) are given by,
P3

m({h1 }) =

Fig. 3.

The Patch distribution in CI

These evidence parameters are considered as the masses
for the belief function in Dempster Shafer Combination Rule
(DSCR).
C. Confidence Factor
We provide confidence factor for decision fusion using
Dempster Shafer Combination Rule (DSCR) to combine the
mass of evidences provided by two methods of generating
evidence parameter [12] [13] [14]. The decision framework
uses confidence factor to select robust horizon out of n different horizon estimates. Let, h1 and h2 be the confidence for
belief and disbelief towards the estimated horizon respectively.
We denote the states of the complete system in a set as,
2Ω = {∅, {h1 }, {h2 }, Ω} where, Ω = {h1 , h2 } denotes the
ambiguity state and ∅ denotes the conflict between the sets.
Dempster Shafer, suggested a rule of combination [12] which
combines the evidence as masses EPA and EPB . Let, Z be
the combined hypothesis, then according to the DSCR, the
numerator in equation (6) and (7) represents the accumulated
evidence for EPA and EPB , which supports the hypothesis
Z. Denominator summation in equation (6) quantifies the mass
of conflict about the hypothesis. The denominator in equation
(7) (viz. (1 − ∅) ), specifies about the total mass due to belief,
disbelief and ambiguity towards the hypothesis, which acts as
the normalization factor towards the hypothesis.

P7i=1
i=1

m(Ki )
m(Ki )

P6

, m({h2 }) = Pi=4
7
i=1

m(Ki )
m(Ki )

(8)

The masses m({h1 }) and m({h2 }) are the values of confidence factor in favour (CF1 ) and against (CF0 ) the estimated
horizon respectively. The confidence factor CF1 provides the
accuracy of estimated horizon. We use two methods Hough
[15] and RANSAC [16] to estimate the horizon. We compute
CF1 for Hough transform and RANSAC as (CF1h ) and (CF1r )
respectively and select robust horizon estimate HEk with
highest confidence factor (CFK ).
III.

R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework for decision fusion using real videos of clear and noisy
data set. We test proposed framework on four input videos with
100 frames in each input video where two videos are clear and
two are noisy. We run our algorithm on Intel(R) Core(TM)2
Duo T5250 processor with 1GB RAM.

The mass of combined hypothesis Z is given by,
P
m(Z) =

EPA ∩EPB =Z6=φ

1−

P

m(EPA ).m(EPB )

EPA ∩EPB =φ

m(EPA ).m(EPB )

(6)

which can be written as,
P
m(Z) =

EPA ∩EPB =Z6=φ m(EPA ).m(EPB )
P
EPA ∩EPB 6=φ m(EPA ).m(EPB )

(7)

The subset contributing towards belief of hypothesis is,
{h1 } = {m(Z11 ), m(Z13 ), m(Z31 )} = {m(K1 ), m(K2 ), m(K3 )}.

Similarly, the subset contributing towards disbelief is,
{h2 } = {m(Z22 ), m(Z23 ), m(Z32 )}={m(K4 ), m(K5 ), m(K6 )}.

The subset contributing towards both belief and disbelief is

Fig. 4. Graphs Showing the Confidence Factor (CF) for 100 frames of Clear
video (a) CF using Hough (b) CF using RANSAC (c) CF after Fusion (d) All
a, b, c plots combined.

Fig 4 illustrates the plot of the confidence factor for 100
frames of the video of clear image dataset using Hough and
RANSAC method of horizon estimation. Fig 4(a) and Fig 4(b)
illustrates the plot of the confidence factor using Hough and
RANSAC respectively. Fig 4(c) and Fig 4(d) illustrates the plot

of the confidence factor after fusion. In Fig 4(c) and Fig 4(d)
we can see that confidence factor of fused is better than the
individual confidence factors of Hough and RANSAC shown
in Fig 4(a) and Fig 4(b).
The Fig 5(a)-(l) demonstrate the output of fusion framework. The column-1 and column-2 of Fig 5 represent results
of Hough and RANSAC method respectively and the final
fused output provides the horizon with highest confidence
factor, which is shown in column-3. If CF1h > CF1r , we
denote the horizon in yellow, and red if visa-versa. Row-1
of Fig 5 demonstrates case where, both CF1r and CF1h are
high. Similarly, Row-2 where, CF1h > CF1r , Row-3 where,
CF1h < CF1r and Row-4 where, both CF1r and CF1h are low.

IV.

C ONCLUSION

We have addressed the problem of decision fusion for
robust horizon estimation. We have provided framework for
decision fusion to select robust horizon estimate based on
confidence factor using Dempster Shafers Combination Rule
(DSCR). We propose to determine Confidence Interval (CI)
for the estimated horizon based on GMM. We have provided two techniques to compute evidence parameters for
the estimated horizon based on CI by voting of boundary
points and by patch based method. The confidence factor is
estimated by combining two evidence parameters using DSCR.
We have demonstrated the framework using Hough transform
and RANSAC based horizon estimation on clear and noisy
videos from Micro air vehicle (MAV). The framework can be
extended to fuse ‘n’ number of horizon estimates. The estimate
of horizon having highest confidence factor is used for attitude
estimation of MAV.
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